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Page 3 Carol Lee Brunk's Philosophy/Theology Outlook on Life 2013  

In my philosophy and understanding of God…. But, with respect to others I do not press or impose my 

religious beliefs upon my friends, families or neighbors. At the same time, I respect and understand 

religious tolerance with the belief that with religious tolerance, bigotry and prejudice can eventually 

minimalize with the hope that bigotry and prejudice become obsolete. 

A creator of man and earth exist as in Genesis (Bible) and Bevershit (Torah), God creates the world.  The 

Big Bang theory that consist of the many laws of science; relativity, gravity, abstraction, fussion etc. 

dealing with the basic elements, atoms, helium, nuclear fusion reactions primarily suggest that there is not 

a higher deity as in a God that made the earth but establishes a scientific theory of all produced by an 

energy explosion that produces galaxies such as the Milky Way in which we live.  

Sometimes the separation of a theory-logical thought needs to be combined for a better understanding 

after there is an educational understanding for the separation of a theory-logical thought. Meaning 

understanding the Big Bang (scientific) theory and theology (religious) that includes a higher deity be 

understood as two separate theories of thought.  Then pulling those two theories to include both are in a 

sense one theory of a theological thought and thought process- separate but combined.  So, why separate 

and keep both apart separate?  My theory includes both and both are believable.  The humor part is – it 

sounds like God had a chemistry set and made a very Big Bang.  For the most part, the phrase, the 

potter’s wheel was used and applied in the latter future to make the earth.  God narrowed down his 

choices when he made the earth. 

In creation of the world, heaven was formed and hell collided with it.  Heaven to the soul in having the 

five senses; to see the beauty in of the vast mountains, grassy terrain, blue skies of an infinite beauty – as 

in eternity, to touch as in a warm hug, to hear as in a happy laughter of a celebration; to smell the 

freshness of oven baked bread, to taste the sweetness of candy or even a finely roasted coffee.- then all 

are combined together whether a human can possess all – but some senses take over to grant and equalize 

and achieve the full heaven on the earth.  The hell on earth is what man causes and natural disasters that 

happen.  Some believe that when it comes to War-the destruction caused by man upon each other also 

includes not only humans involved that are under attack that include victims, but, victims included the 

natural earth-.the alterations of appearances not only upon man in physical and psychological but, upon 

the economic state, the natural environmental state (that include landscapes, atmospheric). 

God gave man free will to choose from right and wrong – some refer to black or white yet there is a gray 

area.-a right or wrong that may not be clearly defined that it could be a little bit of both.  With the giving 

clearly defined that it could be a little bit of both.  With the giving of free will, God’s freedom to choose 

was in hopes that man will do the right thing.  When people accuse God or ask God why he let something 

bad happen and blame God for a misdeed by another human or humans on earth one should consider the 

phrase, “God did not do that to you. God is a merciful God.  What did that to you was people.  People 

with free will that did the wrong thing.” Along, the lines of war, there is a saying that religious people 

cause wars.  Religious people do not cause wars in my opinion.  Its religious people that use religion as a 

weapon that causes war. For whatever reason if it maybe personally provoked by a past situation or an 

excuse or wavering belief to conquer a world for a personal alternative motive, not always revealing to  
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themselves or others-looking for the best way for humans to live while obtaining power of control for 

one-self and a few followers.  It is a refine undefined separation for some to be aware of, to act on and  

understand.  At times when an understanding had been obtained it is of a lateness to save those who have 

died.  A sorrow that God looks upon and does not interfere until he hears the cries are too many as in the 

walk out lead by Moses.  Not, all God’s interferences come in such a dramatic approach.  Others go down 

in history, the past becomes a present and a future standing as hopeful.  Who wins? When God does not 

present in an effective way as the Hebrew people found freedom, He has chosen heroes in individuals to 

make a difference of latten. Over the past 50 years in the United States, there are several that make many. 

Ruby Bridges was one- a small black child becomes a lifetime hero to many in the segregation between 

the blacks and whites.  A forever watched human that grows up in a hostile environment.  While younger 

she takes a stand in America as a watched icon for change for the hopeful future – a better day after 

tomorrow- a hopeful future of equality and peace.  Many wars are being fought eternally, externally and 

in some place both depending upon where you live. In God granting of free will, he finds the hero’s and 

from his cheering stand will guide them to the maximum potential of whatever that maybe or whoever 

they maybe to change the future. 

 

To those that passed away and someday myself, the body decay's, the soul as contained within our human 

form eventually finds home in everywhere.  To those that passed away and someday myself, I believe that 

when my body decays, my soul will take on many forms.  For what encapsulates the soul is my body.  

When cremated then returned to the earth with my decay goes parts of my soul.  The cremation of my 

ashes, the remains that contain my soul that when let go upon the winds to scatter- my soul as my body 

will scatter-parts of me may become nutrients to the growth of the next tree, a fruited plant or particles in 

a nearby lake.  The circle of life described by many so that gift that God gave to me was life.  My return 

to the earth in many facets of decay becomes the particles for new beginnings of life making it possible 

for my soul to continue to live on in many areas of life.  No conscious or consciousness collectively will I 

be able to tell you so.  My life after death is the continuation of life that will grow upon the earth in the 

future. The beauty is that my soul now in particles will provide life to live on. 

The bible speaks of the tale of tongues of many languages that God has upon the earth.  

Torah 11:5-7 -The tower of Babel -6) Adonai said, they are a single people all having one language and 

this is the first thing they do! Now, nothing they plan to do will be unattainable for them. 7) Come, let us 

descend and confuse their speech, so that one person will not understand another's speech." 8) From the 

place, Adonai scattered them all over the face of the earth, and they stopped, building the city. 9) He 

named it Babel, because this was the place when Adonai confused the world's language.  It was there that 

Adonai dispersed (humanity) over all the face of the earth. 

The verse both identifiable in both the Bible and Torah, Genesis (bible), Bevershit (Torah) show the 

example of God with his own blessing give the earth a scattered cultivated multi-cultural societies upon 

the earth.  Not only did God bless each culture and countries with multi-facet languages.  He also blessed 

the world with not only different agricultural terrain as well as with a blessed free will many religious 

beliefs among man.  A dispersment of languages that belief of God in different directional paths though I  
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believe under one deity, the one and only God.  A God that gave Man a challenge to understand to work 

with each other hand in hand despite differences- as in Torah Bevehsit 11:09 9) He named it Babel, 

because this was the place who Adonai confused the world's language. It was there that Adonai dispersed 

(humanity) over all the face of the earth. God gave man the options of a selective process to achieve to  

bring back the Garden of Eden.  The garden that was here but what it is missing is the Man in the original 

form. The Man that was designed by God to live in a purity of a soul without sin in taking another's life 

away, working toward a world on an understanding of a sinless place that experiences total peace-no war, 

no life threatening disease, no life threat to each other- a joint world of living together in harmony and an 

appreciation for one another - the original Garden of Eden. 

 

Forward note about the writer/illustrator: 

I am a white, Caucasian woman 50 years old that grew up in Illinois; the land people consider Lincoln 

land.  It is the Land with Abraham’s mission of freedom and equality for all races, religions. It’s the Hope 

for the future that with Martin Luther King’s dream and Abraham Lincoln's dream that black and white 

share the peace but do not have to become each other- a thought for individuality freedom as well as to 

be the person, individual that shares peace with others.   

Email: carol.brunk@yahoo.com 

Cell: 224-239-9877 
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Writer: Carol Brunk 

Title: Addendum 1 – Philosophy 

Date: June 2014 

 

God created all religions at the dispersement of the tower of Babel.  Man with Free Will takes on the 

challenge to choose to find a personal place where each personal individual belongs for himself/herself 

in looking for Peace in worship of the Deity. It is the starting place to the clique of “Learning to get 

along” with each other (Man to Man, Individual to Individual) in bringing back the Garden of Eden.  A 

thought that Man of Fee Will to take and make the choice for looking for the religion he/she belongs. He 

(himself/herself) to bring (himself/herself) PEACE in the step forward to proceeds to understand how to 

worship.  The challenge then to understand a small group collectively in an attempt to reach out to 

others in venture of Peace as a forward movement to bring back the Garden of Eden.  
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Writer: Carol Brunk   

Title: Addendum 2 - In regards to the Tower of Babel – Pentecost  

Date: July 9, 2014 July 11, 2014 

Email: carol.brunk@yahoo.com  Cell: 224-239-9877 

 

It is in addition to my understanding of God … ACTS 2: 1-12 entitled passage in the NRV Bible passage 

entitled The Revelation of the Past Pentecost passage has come to past and continually comes to past.  

ACTS 2-1-12 is the continuation of the tower of Babel story that continues today as a concurrent current 

moment in dimensional time (present day). 

ACTS 2:1-12 is the revelation of the past viewed as a process regarding Pentecost as the concurrently 

current attempt taken on as a challenge for civilization to take on a new advancement of understanding 

between individual to individual(s) of different societies.  Though the closer step to a pinnacle of the 

Garden of Eden or a dimension of Hell simultaneously concurrent current, it is the process that is closer 

to concurrent current every day in dimensional time but has not reached the Garden of Eden 

completely- though for some a personal quest of an inner look peace has been found.  Yet, with another 

or other(s) peace as a pinnacle is a current constant (common factor) that continually 

searched/quested/treasure map hunted. 

ACTS 2:2-4,   “2 And suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the rush of a violent wind, 

and it filled the entire house where they were sitting. 3 Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared among 

them, and a tongue rested on each of them. 4 All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to 

speak in other languages as the Spirit gave the ability.”  

ACTS 2:8-9  “8 And at this sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered because each one 

heard them speaking in the native language of each…..9. And how is it that we hear each of us in our 

own native language?” 

ACTS 2:12 ‘All were amazed and perplexed, saying to one another, “What does it mean?” 

In ACTS 2-8-9, ACTS 2:12, Pentecost is where God chose to give back to Man translation of other 

languages.  Though language still stays diverse, it is a gift/a tool of use to Man to lead them in a direction 

positive or negative (due to free will) to choose a pathway with others in getting along.   

In ACTS 2 2:2-4, Man and technology with the help of sound waves has taken on civilization to a new 

advancement of understanding.  According to more recent American history since W.W.II and Vietnam 

that was summarized and surmised used a negative pathway that was chosen during those two wars.  

Sound waves being used as a negative element in a time of war as a war weapon.  Element out of its 

norm for victims to believe the worst of fiction and fact placing in the hands of Man to choose to find 

out what is accurate and what was not or what was in question of the unknown to be known and not be 

known for the unknown.  Some could investigate at the concurrent moment (future the concurrent 

current moment)and others a waiting period (past/present/future) of unknown waiting to be known  if 

mailto:carol.brunk@yahoo.com
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survival was/will be the end result- then still answers for an individual(s) could be known or not be 

known- with speculation of questioning if information was factual. 

ACTS 2:13  ‘But others sneered and said, ”They are filled with new wine.” 

In ACTS 2:13, this is God’s warning for the negative/wrong pathway chosen/ the disbelief of 

factual information of NOT using translation in a positive directional pathway.  For the disbelief/a false 

statement(s) one is considered to not be processing information in the correct process to 

understand/take serious/prevent a disaster (some called “Not thinking right at the moment”).   For  

ACTS 2:13 Man is to consider that a gift of translation is to be used in a positive way believe/belief for an 

understanding of oneself and of other individual(s) as a gift to bring back the Garden of Eden. 

Does it come full circle? For the present (concurrent current) moment, the pinnacle was in the very 

beginning as stated in Genesis.  Since the Tower of Babel and Pentecost, the challenge- the final chapter 

of Life becomes the first in Life without total destruction. ₁ 

The summarization surmised for concurrent current dimensional time (present day):  

God’s been granted gifts to Man through these passages.  

Gift one:  All religions- the learning to understand oneself and other individual(s) in the development of 

morals and ethics through worship - the means to learn to get along with oneself and other individual(s) 

thought pattern(s). 

Gift two: Translation-meant to be an additional strength/tool for Man to use too learn about oneself 

and other individual(s).   

The focus is on reaching the pinnacle The Garden of Eden and maintaining it for life to live longer, 

healthier and happier with GOD.  Maintaining may mean advancement to an ever changing pinnacle.₂ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

₁. Additional text added on July 11, 2014 

₂. Additional text added on July 11, 2014 
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Addendum 3 –Incomplete – The Trinity. 

Philosophy: The Trinity Exploration 

Fictional stories included: “Who made God?” and “The Dove” 

DRAFT  DRAFT DRAFT 

Written: Carol L Brunk 

Date: December 27, 2014 

 

Section entitled: “Who made God?” 

Fictional Hypothetical explanation 

WHO MADE GOD? 

“Who made God?” she asked as she tugged his shirt while he poured coffee in a mug. 

“What?” as he turned and glanced down. 

“Who made God?” she asked and she pointed up towards the ceiling. 

“God?”he commented in question as he sipped the mug. 

“Why?” he asked back.  

She looked up and then leaned against the counter flopping a yo-yo back and forth in her hands 

looking at it. 

“God had to have somebody make him didn’t he?’ she asked. 

“Well, God made everything.” “Right,” she stated. 

“Yes, God made everything,” he said with a smile. 

“Did God make God?” she asked. 

Her father sipped his coffee and looked at her.  The perfection of Life that she represented was 

in his view.  

“My creation and my wife’s – nine months to perfection,” his thoughts reviewed. 

“What?” “Well…” she asked. 

“Let me think on how I should answer that,” he said. 
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“But God …did…who made God?” she asked.  

He turned to the side set his coffee cup to the side on the counter. 

“God watches over us.” “Watches us go through Life.” 

“But who made God?” she interrupted. 

“Who made God?” her father asked her and himself. 

“No,” she replied.  

“That’s and answer we all wonder about at times,” her father responded. 

“Why do you ask who made God?” he asked her. 

“I’m not sure,” she said. “We all come from somewhere…I came from you and mom.” 

“Yes,” her Father responded. 

“I looked at the stars on a dark night listened to the owls hoot, picked beans out of a field and 

listened to all the sounds on a very, very quiet night, “ her Father commented. 

“Let’s take a walk?” she asked her Father. 

“Where we walking?” he asked. 

“Oooh, I’m not too sure.” “Let’s let our feet take us on a tour.” 

The weather warmed as the leaves rustled and bustled above and below. 

“The trees are full.” “Look a squirrel,” she commented. 

“LOVE,” her Father said. 

“It’s LOVE,” she commented and pondered what he was saying. 

“LOVE created GOD?” she asked.  Her Father took a different stance leaned towards a tree then 

leaned against it. 

“You think LOVE created God?” her Father asked her.  He smiled as she wiggled and fidgeted 

and tried not to smile. 

“You and mom LOVE me,” she said, “and created me.” 
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 In the beginning, in Genesis God created the world in 6 days and rested the 7th day.  But then 

God put Adam and Eve upon the earth to LOVE,” she said. “Right?” 

She coaxed her Father to respond. 

“Adam loved Eve.” “Right?” she asked. 

Her Father leaned again to the left opened his arms to let his daughter hug him in a gentle 

embrace.  The trees of the leaves rustled and bustled above and below from the spring to 

summer to autumns foliage time continued the walks, continued the LOVE until the day when 

the daughter announced with a man that accompanied their walk this time. 

“Congratulations,” the Father said as he embraced both his daughter and her suitor together. 

“Who made God?” the Father asked her. 

“It comes with great responsibility that I ask you to tell him now,” her Father asked her. 

“As in Psalms 23 – The Lord is my Shepard I shall not want he lied me down in green pastures...” 

she began to say.  “Though I the Shepard now may become Eve,” she responded.  She smiled at 

her now permanent suitor with a ring. 

“LOVE,” she responded, “between Adam and Eve…the garden we found with each other…the 

passing embrace…to understand the attraction to LOVE and to hold from beginning to end.” 

“The experience of LIFE is to LOVE.” 

Her permanent suitor turned to her clasp her hand.  “Eve than has me,” he laughed a little. “So 

who made God?” he asked and smiled. “No really tell me how you think the four letter word L-

O-V-E equal the four letter word L-O-R-D?” 

“In Genesis, I quote to you “ 
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Section entitled: THE DOVE 

Fictional with Testament fact 

THE DOVE 

“It’s a dove.” “Look at it,” he said. 

“There I see it off in the distance.” “It is the dove.” 

“Covenant,” he said. “It’s part of the rainbow.” 

“It’s not snowing yet but it will be.” “Let’s go in.” “I’m thirsty,” she said. 

“No, wait,” he commented and grabbed her hand and pulled at her to walk the way he was 

about to turn. 

“Nope, it’s too cold.” “Let’s go in.” “Mom’s got something baking.” 

“Sugar cookies.” “I decorated some of them yesterday.” “Sweet.” “Let’s go in.” 

The door flew open out bounced a big red ball and patted him in the shin. 

“Kick it around.” 

“The cookies aren’t cooled enough,” the voice yelled from the house. 

“Popcorn balls sound good,” she kicked the big red ball. 

“Hey, there’s a dove in the tree.” “Look,” he said and pointed. They stared up in the tree and 

snow began to fall lightly upon there faced.  It cooed-the dove. 

“I don’t think snows a flood.” “Do you?” she questioned. 

“Nope,” he looked again. 

“There up in the sky see how grey it is.” 

“Uh…It’s snowing.” “The doves in the tree,” she commented. 

“No, look again the shape in the clouds.” 

The big red ball bounced its last bounce and sat still on the ground. 

“Oh,yeah…I see the clouds moving.” 
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“Sugar cookies need to be decorated,” a voice yelled from the house. “Bring in the big red ball.” 

“No, wait it’s the dove.” “I see it now.” “You get the big red ball.” 

 “Okay,” she said. 

“Frosting,” he stated. 

“Mom, dove’s outside in the sky,” she said and pointed to it through the bay window. 

“”Yes, I saw the bird in the tree,” mom commented. 

“Ah, Mom no it’s the sky,” she said. 

“Yeah, I saw the dove fly and land in the tree,” mom said. “I told you both where it was sitting.” 

“No, look,” he got up and pointed to the gray sky. 

“Mom it’s the shape in the sky.” “Look again it’s not a bird in the tree.” 

She set down the red frosted tube of frosting. Then she appeared by the bay window to 

observe the sky.  The gray sky moved. It transposed itself in another shape of the dove 

descending then flying off to the right.  Gracefully, a gray cloud shifted. The snow blew slightly 

in the wind.  Falling in larger snowflakes the piles began to mound upon the ground.  Lightly the 

large snowflakes fell. Then it mounded rapidly before her as the children joined her at the bay 

window and watched. 

“The doves returning.” “Look!” the boy said pointing into the gray sky.  The decent was rapid 

and the look of expression on their faces turned them to face the window even more taking 

steps to press their hands upon the window. Open mouth, the mother gathered her thoughts to 

reach for two small beings beside her. 

“God?” they said in unison. Three voices echoed within the house. 

“Not a flood,” the mother stated and hoped at the same time. The snow continued to fall.  

Thoughts that it would melt fast and flood entered their thoughts.  The snow piled. The wind 

was not rapid but declined to a whisper.  The snow piled.  Hugging and hoping they watched 

the dove in the gray sky fly back and forth as the wind became nonexistent.  The snow piled. 

The snowman in the yard that was made with two small snowballs separated itself.  It stood 

alone without snow. The snow piled on each side and everywhere else.  Mom was nervous. 

“Cookies,” she squeaked. “Let’s…”she stopped in then midsentence.  They watched the dove of 
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gray swoop in and ascend hoist itself upward.  The snow piled.  It continued to pile.  Stagnate- 

air-no breeze.  The dove of gray stood still opened its wings in the air.  Snow fell. Snow piled. 

“Come…let’s take a step back,” the mother pulled at the children to step back with her.  They 

sat in the chair not far from the window watching the gray sky of the dove in the air. 

“Is it a dove?” she asked. 

“Is it going to ascend or descend?” her boy asked. 

“Didn’t God do this already?” she asked. 

“Make it stop!” her daughter yelled. 

“Mom…”he said as he turned to stare.  The mother held out a blanket of warmth in a cup of 

chicken soup. 

“Drink up,” the mother said. “It’ll calm.”  A hopeful thought the snow will stop.   

“Look its ascending towards heaven.” 

“Look it descended.” 

“Look it stopped snowing.” “The winds blowing!” 

“No rainbow.” “Its winter.” “Right?” 

“Drink up the warmth of the chicken soup.” 

The snowman stood by itself not surrounded by snow but a complete circle was rounded out 

around the base as though warmth of spring arrived blades of green grass showed in the tossed 

particles of snow. 

“Look the winter’s promise,” she said. “Growth of a coming spring in sight.” “A promise life will 

be present in a few months.”   Mom relaxed.  The children sat as they watched the Dove decent 

slowly grabbing at a branch that was visibly appeared in gray sky.  Then the dove and the 

branch disappeared in the clouds leaving the vision only on their thoughts.  The gray, a solid 

only appeared as they watched and drank the remainder of the chicken soup.  

Genesis quote – Noah and the flood 

Peace was brought in on an olive branch showing life was present upon the earth. 
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Section entitled: THREE 

Fictional Hypothetical  

THREE 

“Torah, Bible and Quran what’s it equal?” The human asked. 

“Let me ask first of the age the sex of who you are?” was the response. 

“Knowledge can be within you and old not a happening that always has to wait for an advance 

age or held in one sex only,” the human responded. 

“Clarity of truth is what is honest and purity of hart may bring the whiteness of a peaceful 

existence,” was the response. 

“Clear in view that you see through?” the human questioned.  A pause ensued silence that 

frequency of pitch did not exist- a deafening of no pitch. 

“Could it be the Old Testament the Father appears?” “Could it be the New Testament the Son 

appears?” “And could it be the Holy Ghost appeared as the Quran?” “Three books of one 

religion.” “Of three books the trinity exists in written form?” “I question?” the human asked. 

“Clarity again for a reason?” was the questioned asked. 

“Clarity of reason.” “With the additional of the day of an end an old way that seeks or produces 

the final new way that may gather us all besides him the Son of Man.” “I ask is the Son.” “The 

true sound of the beginning in Genesis is Adam.” “Does he bring Eve?” the human asked. 

“You look for answer that may not be of total destruction.” “Destruction what exist may be 

viewed in many ways.” “The literal is what is written and may happen in one way but the 

alteration of the truth has you existing until now,” the voice responded. 

“How am I existing of today?” “Thought prophesizing has to come to existence of a present of a 

final to pass?” “Pass with no existence to come in a future of a warning told of the past to 

promise of a future unless an alteration to approach to present a different destruction than 

written for us to exist to revert to the Genesis of the first chapter written?” “I question you,” 

the human asked. 

“Question of the answer has been told yet not,” the voice responded. 
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“So is the Son of Man Adam in scripture?” “This I ask that I may see upon the clouds as the 

darkness may only apply to me as I pass entering into another existence.” “This I ask and 

question,” the human questioned. 

“Answers are not always easy to identify,”  “They stand still for you.” “All you need to do is to 

look and see when you find them.” “I cannot give all the answers but questions of guidance are 

around you directly and in directly present itself 

“All that is written are of many answers to questions of the future combined.” “What answer 

combinations are revealed through time for my life time?” “I question,” the human asked. 

“The written may apply to you only and another only or to another only,” the voice commented. 

“Is it written of each?” “Is it written for all?” “Is it written just for one or just for me?” the 

human questioned. 

“What is a value?” “What is of a present day?” “What are you?” “What’s last thing to the first 

and the first to the last?” the voice responded. 

“The shepherd and other occupations like others.” “It’s the same answer as given by many and 

holds to today of truth of the present of myself to you?” “To you?” “Is it to you the same as I 

have answered just now,” the human responded. 

“Questions you seek may be the answers already sought,” the voice responded. 

“Understanding may be of a one path yet an understanding takes on a vastness that may not be 

described.” “What’s the question in truth you are asking?” “Is it not yet been read by yourself 

to answer your own questions?” the voice asked. 

The human’s response was “the acknowledgement that not all has yet been read by me.” “All is 

vast larger than I can grasp.” “If the answers are there guidance is what I ask to filter in 

grabbing in obtaining the knowledge of understanding to answer the question or question.” 

“What guidance may I seek to find the answer?” “I ask to you,” the human requested. 

“The quest is yours to answer and mine to find your answer within me.” “You may find the 

answer in the others you seek or may not see those that seek you,” the voice responded. 

“In the Father and of the Son and the holy Ghost, what answer you seek maybe closer than 

your reach.” “For not have the scribes idled their time away in effortless effort for you to stand 

before me now.” “For if Revelations came to pass your journey would not have ended now in 

asking of questions.” “Your silence would be placed and no other would be standing in your 

place,” the voice responded. 
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“So I shall seek?” the human asked. 

“Of purity of heart the answers will be presented and Peace shall follow to an Eden that exists.” 

“But be careful of the purity of heart.” “Let it not be clouded in only a Garden of Eden to exist in 

an altered state,” the voice responded. 

The scholars and the scribes reviewed and wrote after the tablets have been laid to rest. Where 

they slain-tablets, scribes and scholars? Three, the number, is the factor in present that came to 

pass. He divided the scribes and leaders assigned translation in accordance with only partial to 

be recorded. 

Standing among three to form one.  He considered his knowledge with no age, no future, no 

representation to exist.  All questions of letting those that review or reviewed become of a 

visual picture within all their own-an unknown visual representation that will never fully be 

reopened to see visually in the present among you-the visual to be withheld at least on earth-

only hope to those that wait or will wait. 

So, shall the scribe? The scribe pointed to his council assigned an essay- the argumentative of 

the parables in translation became the separation into three.  Three that believed or was it the 

history of doctrines scrolls that were the advancement in history recorded.  Where’s the 

missing tablets? It’s the answer of where the bridge continues to branch and show the growth 

over time. 

The argument is of the three.  Is it that all agreed to the first partial? What was the branch in 

translation that of one not of acceptance to bring forth the translation but all were assigned by 

one scribe and the result became three doctrines to answer the people questions. 

“So who made God?” she asked again. 

“Not the scribes or the high priest or the trinity…all represented and assigned by an arch angel,” 

the Father answered. 

“So you believe there is a God,” the Father asked. 

“Yes,” the girl replied. 

“Tell me why?” “Maybe we can find the answer to the question,” the Father responded. 

“Because…” the girl paused. 

“I am here.” 
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“Yes, you are and…” the father gestured to have her go on. 

“You’re here.” 

“Yes, go on.” “Just keep talking a little bit more…” “Magic maybe,” she said. 

“Does science explain it?” he interrupted. 

“Yes and no,” she said and thought about it. 

====================================================== 

RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

Notes so far: 

The Trinity: 

Father  + Son  +  In search of the Holy Ghost 

Possible books of the Trinity: 

Old Testament  + New Testament    + The Dead Sea Scrolls? 

 

         = Trinity 

         = Meaning 

         = Scrolls 

         = 3 religious books (?) 

 

3 harvests compared to Jewish holidays vs. Ramadan 

The celebration of the three Harvests noted in the Bible and Torah 

According to Moses delivered the request by God to celebrate the 3 Harvests 

after the second tablets given to Moses. 

Father 

Son 

Old Testament 

Or  

Torah 

Son 

Christ 

New Testament 

Or  

The Bible 

Holy Ghost 

Last Prophet(s) 

Quran or Mormon   

Or 

Quran 
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Continued…. RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

http://www.freebiblestudyguides.org/bible-plan/festivals-old-new-

testaments.htm 

While these harvest festivals were given to the nation of Israel at that time, note 

that God calls them "feasts of the Lord" and "My feasts" (Leviticus 23:2). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Season according to the Far East time table is late September  

Ramadan the celebration of harvest through fast and worship falls on the same 

dates of September. 

 

Prophet Moses crosses all three books Torah, Bible and Quran noted in Mormon 

Bible – Tabernacle crosses only Torah and Bible instead of Tabernacle in Quran 

worship is note as the Mosque built instead of being called Tabernacle. 

Book of Mormon noted as Mormon being the last prophet in Mormon Bible. 

Quran noted as worshiping the last prophet not Mormon but  

Symbols and appearances from above: 

Eternal flame/Star of David = Cross 

Theory in appearances: 

God  + Son of God + Prophet or Prophets 

Torah   Bible   Last book or books  
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      Possible? Quran or Mormon claim to last prophet 

Continued… RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

 

Revelations: 

Son of Man:  Christ or Adam 

 

The Bride: or The Bride of Christ: is it the church or is it Eve 

 

The Groom: or The Groom of Christ: Is it the church or is it Adam 

 

Who is the last prophet? 

 

http://blog.dictionary.com/september/ 

If September Means “Seven” Why is it the Ninth Month? 

===================================================================================== 

http://www.cswnet.com/~duxrow/webdoc22.htm 

 

 
 

"THREE TIMES THOU SHALT KEEP A FEAST UNTO 

ME IN THE YEAR"- Exodus 23:14, 2Chr8:13  
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Continued… RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

Passover, Unleavened Bread,  Firstfruits, Weeks, Harvest, 

Pentecost, Trumpets (Rosh Hashana), 

DOA (Yom Kippur), Tabernacles, Booths, Ingathering (Succoth). 

 

 

Scripture says "three", so I say "three", despite the other 

numbers I hear bandied about. "Three times in a year shall all 

thy males appear before the LORD thy God in the place which 

he shall choose; in the Feast of Unleavened Bread, and in the 

Feast of Weeks, and in the Feast of Tabernacles.." Deut 16:16. 

The place which God chose was Solomon's Temple. 2Chr7:12.  

The Feast of Unleavened Bread was also called "Passover", 

and the Feast of Weeks was also called "Harvest" or 

"Pentecost", and the Feast of Tabernacles was also called 

"Booths" or "Ingathering".  

Compare Ex23 and 34:18-23, Lev23, Numb28,29, Deut 16, 

and Neh8, for a totality of data concerning these feasts. The 

multiple names didn't mean more feasts; it was still just these 

three feasts which the Hebrews were instructed to observe on three occasions each year. From 

wherever they lived, they would travel to Jerusalem, to the Temple where God had chosen to 

place His name, to celebrate these feasts.  

 

...... (1) PASSOVER ..... (2) PENTECOST..... (3) TABERNACLES  

 

The first feast (Passover) was observed in the first month, and the third feast (Tabernacles) was 

observed in the seventh month, and the second feast (Harvest or Pentecost) had no set date--it 

was seasonal, depending on the time the firstfruits of the crop appeared. This Harvest, or Feast of 

Weeks, is better known as Pentecost (Greek "50") to Christians familiar with Acts chapter two.  

The Lunar Calendar. It wasn't January to July for the Hebrews--the moon was their calendar and 

the twelve moons of 29.5 days each meant their year lasted only 354 days, so they began the 

New Year eleven days ahead of the solar calendar. Not much harm in that first year, but after 

three years they would be 33 days advanced--an entire month! After six years they would be two 

months ahead; after nine years they would be a full quarter advanced, and having snow in June 

or a heat wave in January began to be a real possibility. They partially solved this discrepancy by  

All the hoop-la about Good 
Friday and Ash Wednesday 
and Lent, (not found in 
scripture!) serves to shroud 
the legitimate Holy Days.  
    In Acts 2 we read "and 
when the Day of Pentecost 
was fully come" -- but how 
many know this refers to the 
Feast of Weeks (Shavuot) 
and the miraculous event 
which initiated this special 
day? 

http://www.cswnet.com/~duxrow/Temple.htm
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Continued… RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

adding an extra month (Adar) at the end of every third year, but it didn't keep the calendar from 

progressing to the point where Passover (the day they killed the lamb) occurred just three days 

prior to the beginning of the countdown to Pentecost; that is, on the Day of Firstfruits.  

Scripture never mentions it, but the High Priest Caiaphas must have waved those grain 

offerings to the Lord on the very day of the Resurrection!   (Different from word 'waived' 

-- hah, but I like to say Jesus was our WAIVER, amen?) 

Even today Jews and Muslims keep up with the Lunar Calendar, so 'annual' events like 

Ramadan and the Jewish New Year are always coming up sooner than before.  

 
 

The First Feast: Passover 

It memorializes the account in Exodus concerning the blood and the eating of the 

passover lamb, followed by the eating of the unleavened bread. "When I see the blood, I 

will pass over you, and the plague shall not be upon you to destroy you, when I smite the 

land of Egypt." Ex12:13. Hence the name "Passover".  

They didn't know anything about the coming of the Lamb of God, Jesus, but 

they dutifully selected their lamb on the 10th day of that first month and took it home. 

Four days later, on the 14th (could be any day of the week, but it occurred at full-moon), 

they killed that lamb, and smeared the blood over the doorposts of their homes, and then 

ate the lamb! "Eat all of it", "eat it in haste, with your loins girded" and "don't break a 

bone of it", were also included in their instructions. Nothing was said about fancy 

tablecloths or extra seating for guests, and they certainly couldn't know how the legs of 

Jesus would be unbroken at Calvary, Jn19:31, as added confirmation to his identity. It's 

essential to be aware of how Jesus is not only the Lamb, but according to Scripture is also 

the Bread, the Lion, the Vine, the Door, the Cornerstone, the Light of the World, the 

Resurrection, the Alpha & Omega, etc.  

"Passover" was on the 14th so it coincided with the full moon, and the seven days of 

eating unleavened bread followed immediately afterwards. No specific reason for eating 

this "flat" bread was given, nor why that leaven must be removed from their premises for 

those seven days. Perhaps the Children of Israel had no understanding of how people 

(individuals) could be "bread". The apostles didn't seem to understand when Jesus told 

them "beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees", Mt16:6. Christians, on the  
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Continued… RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

other hand, are well aware that the leaven of the Old Testament was sin and hypocrisy, 

and that now in the Church Age we are "one bread and one body", 1Cor10:17.  

"Therefore let us KEEP THE FEAST, not with old leaven, neither with the leaven 

of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavening of sincerity and truth." 1Cor5:8 The 

Apostle Paul didn't (did NOT) follow up this statement by telling about the new leaven. 

Instead, he tells the Church at Colossus about how the mystery of the ages is "Christ 

within you, the hope of glory" ! Col 1:27. This is the New Leaven for those who become 

New Creatures! Old things are passed away; behold all things are become new. John the 

Baptist was first, and he said of Jesus, "He must increase, but I must decrease".  

"For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us", 1Cor5:7. Without the Exodus 

account to tell us about the passover lamb, we wouldn't have this tremendous 

metaphorical analogy showing how the New Testament explains what the Old Testament 

contains! 

HIGH SABBATH: Num28:16 "And in the fourteenth day of the first month is the 

passover of the LORD. 28:17 And in the fifteenth day of this month is the feast: seven 

days shall unleavened bread be eaten. 28:18 In the first day shall be an holy convocation; 

ye shall do no manner of servile work therein" -- holy convocation is apparently spoken 

of as "high sabbath" in John 19:31.  

What does PASSOVER mean to the Christian? It's the beginning of a life committed to 

Christ. He recognizes the truth of the sacrifice made by the Lamb of God and figuratively 

puts that blood over the doorway to his house, just as Pilate called for a basin and water 

to wash his hands of the blood of Christ [we won't discuss whether that worked or not 

(whether he did it in vain, or not) --it's the principle and the figure I'm calling attention 

to].  

Right after this is when we begin eating the bread. Not the unleavened bread for us, but 

rather the true and living bread which is the Bible; the Word of God incarnate (in the 

flesh then, and now in print). And not just for seven days, but for life. Paradoxically we 

do "get the leaven out" by resolving to turn from our worldly ways, and speak the truth in 

sincerity and love. Recognizing the New Commandment to "love one another as He 

loved us", Jn13:34, and noting that Death& Life are in the power of the tongue, 

Prov18:21. Speaking in tongues is often disparaged as the least of the spiritual gifts, 

whereas scripture depicts it as the first evidence of being filled with the person of the 

Holy Spirit, or you could say with the Living Water of the Holy Spirit. Acts 10:45, 19:6, 

1Cor12,14.  

 

http://www.cswnet.com/~duxrow/webdoc20.htg/3D3N.gif
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Continued… RESEARCH on the TRINITY NOTES: 

 

The Second Feast: Pentecost! 

What it means for the Day of Pentecost TO BE FULLY COME...  

This was the Harvest Feast, also called the Feast of Weeks, and in the New Testament 

called the Feast of Pentecost. This was the feast which had no set date, but counting 

began when the first of the crops appeared, and then seven weeks (fifty days) later 

culminated in that final great "Day" of Pentecost. Dt16:9, Lev23:10. Devout Jews would, 

of course, be in the Temple that day--in the place where God had chosen to place his 

name, and not in some upper room as some teachers claim.  

The Jewish Sabbath was Saturday (Fri. sunset until Sat. sunset) and the count was to 

begin the day after (Sunday) when the priest waved the sheaf of firstfruits, and ended on 

the Sunday fifty days later. THAT was when the Day of Pentecost was fully come--fifty 

days after Firstfruits! Somebody was counting! 
 

http://www.bibleview.org/en/Bible/Moses/3Feasts/ 

Sukkot (Tabernacles) 

 

NOTE:  Inconclusion and still researching….as of July 2015 

 

 

 

http://www.bibleview.org/en/shared/Sukkot.html
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Philosophy – In my understanding of God and the New Testament Bible with Jesus 

Addendum 4 The section “An Eye for the Eye’ Matthew 6:38-39 

Writer: Carol L Brunk 

Date: March 3, 2015 

 

The bible passage of scripture Matthew 6:38-39 

38) ‘You have heard that it was said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth 39) ‘But I tell you, Do not 

resist and evil person.  If someone strikes you on the right cheek turn to him the other also. 

When you turn the other cheek what does it really mean? You turn and show your other cheek.  In my 

understanding, you are wounded and put down thrown off balance.  Your other cheek shown is You 

standing up for yourself.   But how do you stand up for yourself?  Does it mean you find a way to hold 

your own?  By holding your own, you find a way.  Laws were formed to hold your own-to hold your 

position in life financially, economically, socially, emotionally, religiously, sexually and physically. 

Weapons were formed to hold a position that holds all.  It means defense.  Defend Yourself. 
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Title: Addendum 5 Philosophy Jesus Belief 

Written: Carol L Brunk 

Date: March 18, 2015 

 

God only interferes after a certain amount of trials that are witnessed by him, only in hopes that a return 

prayer to human man of man-kind takes on a different disposition to alter and create a better existence 

for human man of man-kind and others.   As God looks into the world at war so does human of man-kind. 

The trials of the Hebrews, God sent the prophet, the messenger, Moses.  In stone the cast of the Ten 

Commandments that started with the Torah and quoted in the Bible.  The first commandment noted 

after an explanation from God: 

Exodus 20:2 “I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt out of the land of slavery.” 

Exodus 20:3 “You shall have No other gods before me.” 

In regards to the prophet Moses the deliver, the messenger, God intervened again Jesus took on the 

walk of a different nature. Was he the prophet or the God? Or both? 

Matthew 22:37 Jesus replied: “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul 

and with all your mind.” 

The prophet above noted that God is the deliverer and was the creator of Love.  Magic or voodoo 

depending on the witnessing of Jesus walking through the new testament that included the miracles of 

curing the ill, bringing back the dead, feeding the poor and hungry may have really happened.  Though 

priest and scribes may of adapted the numbers a little bit here and there when the tally of number of 

fish that fed so many on so little.  For a passive leader, the peace-maker, the prophet endured the pain 

of an exit out of the world not so predicted as stated in the bible as a prediction but Jesus knew the 

peoples temperament and knowledge Jesus was dealing with.  The lack of knowledge and ignorance. 

God is the only one that will never be ignorant. Jesus was sent to turn around a world completely built 

on violence that dealt with ignorance and lack of knowledge.  Jesus educated with only the good in mind.  

His lectures, speeches, teacher’s lessons and miracle magic show mattered to show the power of an all 

mighty God.   Yet, Pilate was his final fate of sending him to death.  No magic show or miracle show to 

blow Pilate away to make him falter or sway away by eight disciples to declare war upon a ruler that 

sent Jesus to death.  A different death sentence then that of Moses where Moses goes directly to God 

without a persecution of death.  When the magic or the miracle show happened, I believe that God had 

taken on the form of the man Jesus to clarify clarity of a presence among people so that they know him 

as the true God that walked the earth. 

Matthew 27:46 About the ninth hour Jesus cried out in a loud voice,”Elio, Elio, lama 

sabachthani” which means, My God, My God, why have you forsaken me?” 
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No magic wand could help Jesus when fate had him on the final walk to return to where he sat with his 

maker God.  In separation, God return to the here after leaving the human existence of Jesus for us to 

witness the true visual meaning that God cries for us- blood is shed. Prayers for us and found human 

existence in the final hours “My God, My God, why have you forsaken me?” In the ninth hour of extreme 

pain the deliverance of his body was fully a man of the earth at that moment of death until God could 

come and collect in a three days- time.  I believe in Jesus, for in my interpretation, Jesus became fully a 

man before the death in final hours in order for his body to be received by the earth of ashes to ashes 

and dust to dust. 

In travels or journeys of different religions, to witness, to view, to see before in each sanctuary of God’s 

walk upon the earth, the beginning with the Torah. The Torah, the preservation of the written scrolls of 

the past with the scribes hands that are thought of only of the imagination of what they looked like to us 

present day, though documented on pages of black and white from hides of animals to plant based 

materials words written first in stone by God himself of where it first started.  Beauty can be seen in all 

religions.  The synagogue with its service of the Torah displayed illuminates to me with the morals and 

ethics (laws) of past written that shows the start of calming a violent world.  The writings continue into 

the Churches with Jesus the Bible of the New Testament of noting the walk of Jesus upon the earth to 

present day Man walks upon the earth.  

Present day, we are blessed with blessings of a Man of God and God as a Man that walked the earth.  

Man of the earth present day may have magic wands for some with advance technology as in guns, etc. 

but a push of pencil and pen is what the peace maker that I am for myself and others is all that I have 

but do belief in defense and blessings from God.  God that knows my prayers and yours before you say 

them to yourself and out loud for He is the all-knowing God. 

Adam and Eve were noted as being one as Man.  Of Adam, God made from his rib Eve they became one 

in the enlightening of each other, but the only perfect pair that will ever walk this earth directly from 

God.  Man with the capital first letter M to be understood stood for man and woman when capitalized 

but of separate state each of its own but understood only to all that they belonged to each other as the 

prefect pair.  All decedents of God noted as Man of human man-kind noted as man and woman the 

inclusion for both noted to be written on paper only as one Man in capital letter of the M meaning of 

both. In the notation of human of man-kind, man-kind is noted as man and woman of the human race 

combined together noted as one in existence of one. 

May blessings from above find you every day.  May life turn the tables from war into a purity of peace 

and surprise God back some day with praise that purity of peace has been achieved. 
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HUMAN INTEREST 
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Title: The Individual You   Date:  June 23, 2014 

Writer: Carol L Brunk Cell: 224-239-9877 Email: carol.brunk@yahoo.com 

 

The individual you. ‘Who I am?’ ’Who are you?’ ‘ Who you are?’ questions that are commonly 

asked on a day to day basis throughout lives throughout the world, throughout time –seconds, 

minutes, hours, days to decades into centuries.  Many connect ourselves with the emotional 

state we concurrent currently are experiencing while viewing in a mirror complex and mirror 

complexion... 

A vision presented before each individual on a view from a flat piece of glass that is coated with 

a chemical product. It is a visual reflection of perfection and non-perfection.  A mirror’s complex 

(psychological) and or mirror’s complexion (skin, face, the body of the humanistic body form) of 

the visual you-you see and don’t see;  it is a reflection of your perfected complexion to show the 

image of God’s finger prints- the biological, natural, visual humanistic form.  From the sperm 

and egg combined DNA to form the zygotes that transitions itself metamorphic to become the 

fetus transitioning to the completely put together form and shape that enters the birth canal to 

the opening pathway door to the humanistic societal world – presented as baby born – the 

beautiful butterfly enters the world (metaphoric).The butterfly’s (baby of human form) outside 

silkened to a delicate softness to touch that extends into the inner qualities.  

Qualities are representation of thought’s  that display upon the surface in expressions and  

reactions- the emotional individual state calm, peace, happiness, anger etc include the 

concurrent current emotional state.  Your metamorphic phase may come again at another 

noticeable stage/advancement/growth during the 11th or 12th years of life to transition you into 

an adult world as the youthful young adult as the reflection of your complexion of perfection 

visual you. Simultaneously, concurrent current moment in the current .physical growth the 

mirror’s complex appears in an advancement of emotional levels and stages within each 

individual.  

 Additional questions arise again from ‘Who I am?’ ‘Who are you?’ to ‘Who you are?’ as 

individual you look upon the chemically painted piece of glass that reflects you.  Personality, the 

inner you exposed displayed, pampered at times shown upon your face also visually shown in 

the body expressions.  Expressions take on a serious depth to ad version, avoidance and 

intake/advancement of certain/solid but an attraction propelling guidance innate to all; guidance 

sought and not; then supplied at both and not. Education, hormonal changes advances the 

personality.  It strengthens behavior negative or positive depending on choices also made.  

The choice or many choices used as directives for a pathway. Directives (pointing) as in an 

understanding of a certain direction/pathway taken or to take. A pathway chosen or many 

pathways chosen simultaneously /concurrent to current to be thought of to find an 

outcome/result for a positive or negative situation-the solution to a problem or a future event that 

may or may not have a solution.  Choices made may foresee/look forward to positive or 

negative outcome/future/result.  Choices in a selection(s) of thought as a process.  Picking of 

the right choice/pathway surmises (total summary or summarizes) the results. Results could be 

mailto:carol.brunk@yahoo.com
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described as altering an individual’s life that include relationships (friends, family, romantic, 

extended to relation in the area of education and educational choices).  All choices that lead to 

an individual’s life and life style are all in relation to relationships that depend/and inter relate 

with another individual(s). In addition, to individual to individual, all inter related though absent of 

in relation Not all individual to individual is a visual presentation representation within the same 

spacial existence of time- noted in historical documents from fiction to fact have influence or 

representation of possible pathways.  Yet, to explore within an altered spacial existence of time- 

a futuristic path never taken; thought of; due to an inclusive (all) and exclusive (one) outcome(s) 

of thought pattern or process – no answer or not knowing if it would be beneficial or detrimental.  

All directional thinking for a solution that may or may not include all directions to give an 

alternative ultimate answer either positive or negative or a neutral standing possible neither right 

or wrong. Those pathways to lead to a direction that either may run to pull/press/forward or 

back/an individual to spacial existence either desirable or not, a circle and not a circle of life i.e. 

in the famous Disney Lion King – predator vs. non predator that includes a food chain that 

applies in circular shape. The pathway that does not turn into a circular shape i.e. the predator 

is friends with a considerable amount of predators that consider them as a food source.  The 

pathway that does not turn into a circular directive shape to maintain a course of a new line of 

thought in NO directional pattern- No circle, - only a straight line focused on a goal of an 

outcome yet to be achieved-maintained at a pinnacle point (and for what length of time?) – a 

directional pattern that may deviate in a direction that has not been pathed – a slight to forward 

zig zag, diagonal, etc outcome depending upon facts, factors of one, none, all or NEW. 

Choices/pathways in a positive directional outcome are inter related at any stage of spacial 

existence of time in the very beginning to the pathway that finally achieves the total 

accomplishment of a goal achieved i.e. the inch worm in takes in taking the one inch walk every 

step it takes’(clique). Questioning thought of a mirrored self to questioning thoughts of written 

documented paths (history) in conjunction with an opposition to apply only the conjunction with  

spacial directives may be over looked in obvious comment of slight passing that may have been 

applicable for the altering of an outcome achieved. – a missed looked/over looked/looked-over 

component in direct relation for a better/enhanced/complete/advancement to achieve a better 

outcome/result/pathway- all apply are applicable to the mirrored you – both the complex and 

complexion.  Both the mirrored complexion and complex so visual to the individual as to oneself 

and to those that the individual associate in a spacial existence concurrent of related spacial 

time – all inter relate family, friends, co-worker, societal and non passing. Questioning the 

question and application applied to circumstances that occur, may occur, and should not occur 

in life. -asking oneself to apply a formal thought of application. 

The mirrored complexion and complex of the individual takes on the personality traits. Traits 

learned (hands-on) and read in typed written pages upon paper page/chalk board, eraser 

board/computer/internet etc. and thought to be presented by word of mouth from additional 

sources of individuals, animal, bird and atmosphere – a nature to nature return or exchange(s) 

determined by the educated, educational historical concurrent to current 

event/counsel/meeting/conference outcome.  It is a need for an 

answer/diagnosis/remedy/solution that is not always applicable; a genuine/realistic emotional 
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mirrored behavior – mirrored – duplicate or resemblance in search for an achieved behavior that 

may already exist within innate or may not already exist.  Innate behavior present within 

humanistic body physical in appearance that take on society of the mirror complexion and what 

you see in fashion, car – historical theme, era of the 50’s; sock hop, jelled back hair, leather 

jackets, songs, etc. taught/learned/acquired ethical and moralist behavior. The guidelines to 

understand the right and wrong of good judgment that is the beginning/start line for the 

executed/transitioned path chosen for oneself.  Questions arise as choices/pathways/the 

directional directions outside the caregiver/parent/family/gov’t societal basis or basic 

understanding(s) of moral and ethical guidelines established by the governing environmental 

society of host is dependent on the laws that may transition or do not transition into a common 

area of law- local/national/country of origin base; including history.  The parallel dynamics are 

questioned heavily and lightly due to concurrent current history in relation to past combined with 

other time(s) –events/day/etc or combined with host in another countries values, laws, and 

guidelines that filter/funnel/take apart/ selectively chosen into another or are 

deleted/diminished/cross-referenced and then analyzed.    

The individual you (as metamorphic or the comparative to baby born of humanistic form) 

process of DNA aging is as for a belief God’s finger prints on the outside along with individual(s) 

other than you see you as you.  The inside of belief (psychological) from God that the thought 

process be viewed as a gift. Morals and Ethics of free will given from the deity above to 

maintain/replenish/take care of/ the transition of a final metamorphic stage for the preparation 

for death.  The evaluation of one individual self from vantage point of an outside view as a look 

from another individual(s) of NOT oneself angle/perspective on one as another with full 

knowledge of oneself in a vision of/with held of oneself to another ‘How you look(ed) at yourself ‘ 

in accomplishments/failure/lifestyle/health that include ‘what is important (care of)’ and “who is 

important (care of)’.  All accomplishments viewed of external in relative value, personal 

holdings/finances comparative to the emotional state of you- you the only person with you the 

view full view/perspective including the refined original that cannot be duplicated in God’s hands 

though time age and foreseen and all foreseen circumstances happen through a Life. 

Ethical and morals are oneself (individual) own self judgment result in any choice/selection/ 

executed/applied whether belief or non applied to everything in thought process of oneself 

(individual) analysis vs. individual (s) analysis i.e. the individual comparative to oneself (self vs. 

self) though society may mandate a follow through with a different view and result(s) end to 

being ethical and moral of oneself/the individual application applied to self (individual of one) vs. 

society.  

All accomplishments viewed of external in relative comparison to internal/psychological viewed 

as a value, i.e. personal holdings/finances applied in result of education. This is the Value of the 

irreplaceable/non replaceable one of individual original of DNA form self – YOU!  

The individual the mirror’s complex that includes the mirror’s complexion combined is the total 

unique individual- God (a belief) created along with the DNA of scientific view.  You the 

individual know oneself better than any outside individual(s) in truth/fact/neutral/fiction/false – 
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you as the individual of full view in mirror complexion and mirror complex. The question and 

answer is closely in relation- a combined relation i.e. hand shake, a joint venture.  You are both 

the question(s) and the answer(s) ‘Who I am?’ ‘ Who are you?’ ‘ And Who am I?’ – only defined 

by yourself when the questions are asked for the individual YOU! 
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Title: Addendum 1: The Individual You   Date: July 8, 2014 

Writer: Carol L Brunk Cell: 224-239-9877 Email: 224-239-9877 

 

In addition…. 

Choices/pathways that use a positive and negative directional directive(s) with an expected outcome are 

analyzed as a forethought i.e. for an instant for some maybe already applicable and currently being 

executed.  The result(s)/outcome of using forethought depend on individual(s)/social/economic/societal 

circumstances for the forethought also becomes a history element that has already taken place and 

applied to similar event/episode.  Though directional pattern may deviate the future outcome/result 

even compared to a historical past events applies leaving an opening for a pathway yet chosen (see 

paragraph 5 entitled ‘The choice or many choices used as directives….’ Of the original paper ‘The 

Individual You’). 
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Writer: Carol L Brunk 

Date: January 15, 2015 – Draft 

Title: Societal Restructuring – History according to time 

Over centuries filtered over time economic states have been reformed, restructured through adaptation 

of filtering rules and laws that include constitutions, government doctrines, and agreements to reform 

countries to prosper in social states that have been defined to be redefined.   

Defined social orders in society:  

 Capitalist 

 Democracy 

 Social Communism 

 Communism 

The definitions for the above are in question after a period of time. It has happened in which due to 

economic growth, recession or depression affects the social order.  Over a time span that may happen 

to cover a span from a day to years, social orders readapt to survive in the best way that the social order 

feels it can survive.  The social orders may include a small group of individuals that spread to a large 

group or vice versa meaning starting out large and ending up small.   

Within a time span of readjusting social orders tests of laws, constitutions, proclamations and 

government doctrines that give the guidelines to the society are constantly tested by individuals that 

look for, want or see change to their advantage- may not always be to their advantage but also affects 

both and all at the same time- either making a social order into a lower existing social order or a 

creation of new social order being redefined.    

When the advantages are strong enough or take on elements of constant change laws are eventually 

amended, re-written by petitions, or taken over in a government over throw that forms a new 

government and also forms new economic social guidelines- yet at the same time in a an over throw  

government guidelines may just repeat a lower social order that had already existed thus instead of 

moving forward in a positive direction the society moves in a lower worse condition than what was 

represented before. 

Questions to ask when social restructuring happens or is recognized: 

What is the current law, constitution, government doctrine? 

How is the current law recognized on a daily basis and can you apply or identify what the law is?  

Why the laws exist in the first place?   Is there a history lesson or historical event that happened that it 

exists? 
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Is it beneficial to you and others at the same time?  

Or is it beneficial to one person- the other person or others and does it apply to yourself as being 

beneficial? 

When laws, constitutions, government doctrines are tested by others – it is only a test if you do not 

carry out the test otherwise if the actual happening happens it does not become a test but the actual 

fact of why the law existed in the first place.  

Tests are only a test if a situation is not carried out but only suggested in a hypothetical situation.  

Hypothetical meaning not really happening in real life but possible happening that may happen. 

If the situation does not become a test, are you prepared for the following to happen? 

Breaking the law can mean: a charge from the government agency police, if found guilty – jail sentence 

that may include death depending on the charge. 

Social reform is not always blood free- it can be murder, robbery or both or imprisonment, slavery, 

torture,(depending on circumstances it can mean all-out war- every bad thing that can happen happens 

– they call it hell on earth) 

When can you recognize a test or social reform? 

Patriots are the ones that recognize their flag for what it currently represents and try to follow what 

people in the past died for.  Social reform under the constitution and government look for passive 

leaders (educators) that try to educate to prevent the hell on earth to get laws, government 

constitutions, and doctrines changed using the pen and paper, a logical thought pattern to keep Peace in 

order to look for a better way of life.  Though military through history eventually interferes when the 

push of pen and paper do not work or to enforce the pen and paper being written or already has been 

written. 

Can you define the social orders of today?  

Can you identify when tests are given to you and when it does not become a test? 
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Writer: Carol Lee Brunk 

Cell: 224-239-9877 
Email: carol.brunk@yahoo.com     
Date: July 9, 2014 
Title: The Lowest Economic Station United States 2014 
 

Not all cities are able to have places where you may shower and receive a meal.  Housing in every city 

for homeless and poor has been a scattered miss and hit.  Life has a way of working out the tough places 

in many people’s lives.  But there are many that have received the help assistance they need or look for 

to progress themselves and others forward in an upward direction.  For those that have not received the 

push forward HOPE many times takes it place until advancement can be presented and utilized to get 

them the push they need.  When Hope is replaced with a negative attribute or NO attribute at all a 

stagnate existence of oneself is found for many.   Some label it as Hopelessness, Empty or Bottomless pit 

that cannot be filled or did not get filled in time to avoid the attribute or situation.  The question: “What 

happen?” The BIG picture of more than one incident simultaneously usually happens.  It’s the domino 

affect all over.  It’s many incidents of large and small that put a person in the condition, state, attribute, 

social and economic status states – along with mental and physical.  It’s the none, one, two or many 

combined.  Many turn to religious beliefs to the settling of the conscious state expelled upon the ethics 

and beliefs to others may quest for more knowledge.  It’s an understanding of an ignorant situation that 

could or could not be challenged by advanced understanding until investigated, gathered in extensive 

research – some many years in striving but for others only seconds in a day.   All in search of how to 

place or understand or not understand a domino chain of events that could be or could not be avoided 

in the future.   For others, it’s a take a hold of attribute/situation to keep them from the faultier that 

happens so often to oneself or others – still at times unavoidable.   

History repeats that are to be looked at in new directions so that a pathway that has not been achieved 

or taken is not always thought of.  It’s the looking for or clique of thinking outside the box.  It applies not 

only to science but everything around us.  Economic states that have been utilized and approaches used 

in businesses today in the United States have adapted from social economic state attributes- social, 

capital, communistic state attributes depending on company size are applied.  It depends upon a variety 

of the attributes that are applied depending upon type of product or service or both in which companies 

learn to thrive due to a process of interchange that can enhance or inhibit a company’s performance of 

achievement.  It’s the mutual exchange of information and practices that provide or inhibit growth.   It 

could be one or the many incidents combined that put a person in a state of lowest economic station 

state, etc. combined with others that brought about a thought that will or could be a new pathway of 

thinking outside the box clique- not a right or wrong choice for many.  It’s the “Does it Apply?”  “Does it 

advance?” “Does it move a directional direction – sideways, backwards or forward?” -the combination 

of turning.  It’s the analysis of an accumulation of facts, events and knowledge combined with ignorance 

that surmises a summary of surmised states- ones new directional pathway many apply to more than 

oneself and yet not at the same time.  Though both may be viewed to be at the same altered state of a 

hopeless or stagnate state.  Not all the answers are in the same directional direction-some dispersed 
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into small sections almost to fragment state that can be built or combined together to put the push and 

pull  together  depending one’s life situation. (See ‘The Individual You’ paper for more information on 

pathways/choices) 

In this case of the lowest of economic stationed states- that present itself needs are either met as none, 

partial or full in many states depending on what state in the United States.  Depending on circumstances 

of the individual that include income, world events, society behavior that has his/her lives altered due to 

unforeseen and foreseen circumstances for an application of assistance maybe altered/separated 

selected differently to ensure an individual has the means/tools/equipment for 

preparations/selections/options that may provide needs -some may need different 

preparations/selections/options that may provide an individual an alternative that was not already 

there.  Those alternatives may come from an individual that becomes the host or alternative selection(s) 

that had never been obtained in the past i.e. a total different group of individual(s) that what was 

formed for the economic social norm at the present time. 
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Title: The signs and symptoms of war 

Writer: Carol L Brunk 

Date: August 20, 2014 draft 

The signs and symptoms of war 

To explain, an individual should know that an element can be anything taken out of context of a healthy 

moderation balance in society or societies.  The element taken to the extreme is used to cause or show 

evidence that a war or situation of a war could cause or exist in society.  The extreme meaning 

moderation is excelled to a level that is no longer normal in the norm of society as healthy and causes 

conflict and harmful results are evident meaning murder or death occurs as a result.  Elements that are 

usually a target are religion, sexual orientation, human rights (choices taken away), health) anything 

taken to the extreme. 

Signs are the awareness to the visual and also heard – It is the threat.  

Symptoms are the actual happening of the threat that leads to the outcome of war. These are not 

always visual and not always heard- it’s the planning or purpose of the signs.  To the viewer visual not 

always heard  - to the viewer visual at the time of the act happening or if the viewer is aware to the plan 

the plan or plan being acted out for an outcome for a benefit or non- benefit for an individual or 

individual (s) opposite in positive negative direction – the opposition – opposite play at first hand – 

opposite meaning on different sides of understanding looking for an outcome or result in different or 

same direction but actions separated.  For some the lateness of the report cannot be reported for death 

occurs. 

Explanations of war or blame citations that can cause it to escalate are misrepresented not fully 

evaluated statements that are taken out of context or context with a general meaning that can mean 

more than one thing, yet to the individual that states the statement the general meaning is not general 

but due to lack of knowledge in other cultural societies the meaning is misplaced to different meaning 

and language barriers are established whether or not the purpose was to be delivered for the specific 

meaning originally represented. Yet, done on purpose in some incidents to create or get a different 

reaction for a purpose that may be the originated and directed in a direction that can be altered to get a 

result for an advancement in specific direction whether positive or negative depending on the 

opposition side and maybe on the same side or opposite.  

Examples of anything can be used as a weapon: “Religious people cause war” it is NOT religious people 

that cause war its people that use it as a weapon. 

The elements throughout history were religion, sexual orientation, family status, and personal ethics.  

 

Note: This is a draft for discussion purposes- for discussion groups that may assign oneself or others an 

assignment to reach into the topic further in hopes that it brings a better day after tomorrow. 
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Title:  What does it mean to Share?  Email: carol.brunk@yahoo.com 
Writer: Carol L Brunk  Cell: 224-239-9877 
Date: May 5, 2014 
 
Common standard definition defines a word.  The word SHARE can be a topic, a category, a placement, 

an action, a way of life for many in altered circumstances.  It’s a lateral pyramid to climb, examine, 

appreciate used correctly.  Misuse, misunderstanding can result in DISASTER for both individuals 

involved or many involved.  The word Disaster converted to Share equals misuse and 

misunderstandings. 

What does the word Share mean that’s beneficial to all? The definition in the dictionary states the 

general understanding of giving a portion or part to others.  The key word is now beneficial to you and 

to others in the word Share.   The thought process as well as the life situation in life of when it truly is 

beneficial. A good thing to do at the right time/moment in life.   

A comparative over time from very small to very large sharing in relation to individual sharing – not 

corporate stock holder.  It’s the knowing WHEN in each situation the word Share can be applied- a small 

gestural Share that is giving to a more advanced level when possible.  Though individuals are taught to 

Share, sharing at a very, very young age i.e. the toddler with its toy expanded to the adult to its income, 

clothing, food, service to others.  The older individuals in circumstances and situations in life 

change/enhance to an advancement of a Share to be contributed to others due to economic state. 

The economic station state in which we live may be beneficial but depending on what an individual’s 

situation within the economy- meaning economic state- lifestyle expenditures of rent, food, 

transportation costs, etc. depends upon if an individual is able to or not able to contribute –Share- and 

how often.  The meaning that an individual that has a lifestyle that includes a house, car and family does 

NOT always have the income to contribute if any at all depending on situations that suddenly arise.  Its 

unexpected expenditures due to health (sickness), etc. means that individual can or can Not contribute 

or Share.   Depending on an individual’s current life situations combined with lifestyle.   

The economic station states that are at the lower to the lowest with NO income, Share comes beneficial 

in the process of knowledge as a possibility.  Knowledge of where people are located that could possibly 

help/contribute to getting themselves out of the lower/lowest economic state such as locations of 

library, clothing center, food pantries, soup kitchens, health care workers, etc.  People or individuals that 

help or point in a direction where others may help for whatever the need be.  The one person theory 

may apply- one person can help me with this, another person can help me with that, another person can 

help me with the other.   Not all individuals can expect or rely or find that only one person (individual) 

can do everything  for  you or provide everything for you – depending on the circumstances it may take 

a lot of one person individuals combined together by one person’s self to get back in the direction to 

achieve or maintain a better living/life and lifestyle.  
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The word Share used positively means to be beneficial to others and the individual that gives/ 

contributes. The word Share used negatively means if you do NOT have the income, food, extra clothing 

or service to provide others and it causes an individual to be put into category of a low or lower or 

lowest economic state it defeats what the words really meaning.  The word then becomes the word for 

a NOT beneficial Share is DISASTER! – especially for the individual(s) that end in a lower economic state 

that does not include an income. 

 Positive Share applies when an individual(s) is/are capable of assisting others at their own economic 

stationed state or where their knowledge is needed to help/assist others or a combination of both. 
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Writer: Carol Lee Brunk 

Date: April 20, 2014  Cell: 224-239-9877 
Title:  Where does the comfort come from?   Email: carol.brunk@yahoo.com  
 
Adoration the word defined by many usually in Christianity in relation with Jesus the prophet and the 

Son of God for those that believe in the Son of God turn as an enhancement toward the virgin Mary as 

the cradler and yet, the passer-on.  Those that believe it’s the cradler/the passer-on all people included- 

to the point of No religious affiliation.  The transfer of a transcendental transcending of; it’s the Of; an 

understanding, acceptable understanding of a comfortable, passive, security- maybe a stop forward  to a 

life after a physical death. It’s the embody, not embodiment of the contained vessel that holds a spirit.   

Spirit defined as the brain that shows the humanistic characters and displays of the disposition of an 

individual of living in life.  It’s the make- up of the personality, the inner you (not the psychological Id, 

EGO and Super EGO - some refer too so often).  Various individuals believe science belief is a strong 

understanding that the way the smallest of cells inner connect within the brain is the only spirit that can 

exist.  The alignment of cells at the cellular level in the physical make-up has come from who we are, 

what we are here (exist) for those of strong influence (not always in books-history, ect).  Ignorance can 

be placed in strong ignorant personalities as well as those that are present as such as not.  When 

problems are formed, some constructed by vociferous displays of brutality display, at times may occur, 

hormonal charge of looking at power through use of a statement  that is not clarified to many place 

words that bring about a monopoly of an exchange, to those known and unknown to stand out among 

the others and future.  Problems though thought of are the cause; many aware of the cause and those 

not always aware; i.e. strong voices that wait in spacious shadows that bounce out only to strengthen a 

behavior – negative or positive can happen. Its certain intervals in agreement within or without consent 

to an individual positioned in place of displacement.  A threat to an individual that causes individual 

physical harm to an individual in its constraints of the harmful act in itself does process and pulls 

emotions of an inner quality that brings the displacement of the situation in perspective of lack of 

control harnessed and dealt with. It’s the selective automatic response of looking for the main 

care/comfort giver of the past – usually Mom or Dad is voiced or not voiced.  Where does it come from 

the comfort?  Was it the caregiver? Could it not be God that transcended delivered the comfort to care 

as the care giver? Would it not be the one to pass down from each individual the compassion whether it 

be Mom and Dad, Nanna, Uncle or an Aunt that passes the comfort, secure feeling from one to another?  

For a belief for many, it’s the one strength of God that passes onto individuals to individuals; from the 

care giver that becomes the cradler to pass to an individual born of humanity.  It’s the emotional 

safety/comfort to pass on with the careful touch of a hold so secure that no harm could even be a 

thought passes. It’s the harmful thoughts and outside environmental society totally ABSENT of.  

SECURITY/COMFORT of a confident of a peacefulness that is not duplicated elsewhere emerges that is 

searched for in each individual; aware of or not.  The word “Mom or Dad, ect.” symbolizes 

expelled/yelled voiced called upon becomes the request, the asking for the comfort of God’s hand that 

was represented by others (the cradler, the care giver, the passer-on) that became representation of the 

past emotional state that was experienced; held onto.  For many it would be the rescue word as 

symbolic for the emotional state requested to sooth a present uncontrollable situation that was not 

mailto:carol.brunk@yahoo.com
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prevented – accidental or on purpose or both happens.  There are those that look elsewhere for the 

security of the confident of a peacefulness that pass from individual to individual of the earth bound 

care-giver and directly request a supreme being of a God(s) called out; all relevant to looking for an 

answer to take away the displacement, discomfort at whatever the level (lowest to extreme). 
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Human Rights and Misconceptions 

Website: www.sightwordsataglance.com 

 

 

Something your children should be aware of that exist in everyday life.  Please speak to your 

children about the follow more often than not.  The world is a not so nice to the young and 

ignorant in society.  This applies to both sexes male and female.  Prostitution rumors are also a 

concern – this can ruin more lives and cause a victim status being achieved than a saving grace. 

Then cause the rumor to ruin lives that have nothing to do with the misconception in the first 

place.   

You should not Experience something that should not exist! -(Sexual harassment 

of prostitution of other individuals soliciting you being the victim as a prostitute) 

The word ‘Platonic’ means friendship without sex.  Many men and women DO have friendships without 

having sexual relations. 

Sex is NOT to be traded for food – it's not barter, it’s not a product and it’s not 

to be looked at as a service. 

What is barter?  Barter is an exchange for something for something else without monies exchanged.  

The word is used usually in relation to business transactions. 

A series of questions to review with men and women as instructors for your children or students- all 

answers may be different depending on who your instructor is and who is presenting the material – 

mom and dads will have different answers as well as public educators. 

Where do you get help? 

What happens if you tell on a person? 

Is there a safe place to go? 

Who do I call? 

What did you learn? 

 

http://www.sightwordsataglance.com/
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